The Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant of classical link diagrams is generalized to virtual link diagrams. This invariant is unchanged by the framed Reidemeister moves and the Kirby calculus. As a result, it is also an invariant of the 3-manifolds represented by the classical link diagrams. This generalization is used to demonstrate that there are virtual knot diagrams with a non-trivial Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant and trivial 3-manifold fundamental group.
Introduction
Generalizations of the Jones polynomial have been defined for virtual link diagrams [9] , [3] , [12] . We continue this process by generalizing the WittenReshetihkin-Turaev invariant and the colored Jones polynomials to virtual link diagrams. The Witten-Reshetihkin-Turaev invariant of classical link diagrams is unchanged by the framed Reidemeister moves. It is also 3-manifold invariant and is unchanged by the Kirby calculus. This invariant is a weighted sum of colored Jones polynomials. Our generalization will also be a weighted sum of colored Jones polynomials and invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves and a generalization of the Kirby calculus.
Every framed, classical link diagram represents a 3-manifold via framed surgery performed on that link. Two 3-manifolds represented by link diagrams are homeomorphic if and only if their diagrams are related by a sequence of framed Reidemeister moves and Kirby calculus moves. The fundamental group of this 3-manifold can be computed from a corresponding link diagram. As a result, we can formally extend the definition of the 3-manifold group to a virtual link diagram. We define a virtual Kirby calculus by generalizing the moves of Kirby calculus to incorporate virtual crossings.
The 3-manifold group of a virtual link diagram is invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves, the virtual Reidemeister moves, and the virtual Kirby calculus. This invariance gives rise to the concept of 'virtual 3-manifolds'. Virtual link diagrams appear to have the same structure as classical link diagrams (that specify 3-manifolds), but virtual 3-manifolds (specified by non-classical virtual diagrams) have no corresponding surgery construction. A virtual 3-manifold is, by definition, an equivalence class of link diagrams related by the framed Reidemeister moves, virtual Reidemeister moves, and virtual Kirby calculus.
In this paper, we recall virtual knot theory in section 2. We recall the definitions of the virtual fundamental group and the generalized Jones polynomial. Then, we define the 3-manifold group of a virtual link diagram using the definition of the virtual fundamental group. We prove that the 3-manifold group of a virtual link diagram is invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves, virtual Reidemeister moves and the Kirby calculus.
In section 3, we recall the definition of the colored Jones polynomial of a virtual link diagram. We use this definition to define the Witten-ReshetihkinTuraev invariant of a virtual link diagram. We introduce several formulas that reduce the computational complexity of the Witten-Reshetihkin-Turaev invariant. Finally, we prove that the Witten-Reshetihkin-Turaev invariant is invariant under the Kirby calculus.
The reader should note that all formulas in the paper that are written in the form of a graphical equation are formulas that indicate the possibility of a substitution of one type of graphic for another graphic in a link diagram. The equality in the equation means that the bracket evaluation of the two diagrams are equal.
We compute the Witten-Reshetihkin-Turaev invariant of two virtual knot diagrams in the next section. The fundamental group of these virtual knot diagrams is Z. The 3-manifold group of one of the virtual knot diagrams is the trivial group. However, the Witten-Reshetihkin-Turaev invariant of this virtual knot diagrams is non-trivial. This produces a virtual counterexample to the Poincare conjecture.
In the final section, we discuss the difficulties of computing the WittenReshetihkin-Turaev invariant in the virtual case. We observe that in order to compute the Witten-Reshetihkin-Turaev invariant of a virtual link diagram, we must compute the Jones polynomial of some complicated virtual link diagrams. The formulas given in sections 3 and 4 were computed using Temperly-Lieb recoupling theory. The full machinery of recoupling theory does not generalize to the virtual case. We present several propositions that highlight the difficulty of computing formulas that include virtual crossings.
Virtual Knot Diagrams
Virtual knot theory is a generalization of classical knot theory introduced by Louis H. Kauffman in 1996 [9] . In this section, we review classical and virtual knot theory. We then recall several classical knot invariants that have been generalized to virtual knot diagrams.
A classical knot diagram is a decorated immersion of S 1 into the plane with over/under markings at each crossing. Two classical knot diagrams are said to be equivalent is one may be transformed into another by a sequence of Reidemeister moves. Local versions of the Reidemeister move are illustrated in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Reidemeister moves
A virtual knot diagram is a decorated immersion of S 1 into the plane with two types of crossings: classical and virtual. Classical crossings are indicated by over/under markings and virtual crossings are indicated by a solid encircled X. Two virtual knot diagrams are said to be equivalent if one may be transformed into the other via a sequence of Reidemeister moves and virtual Reidemeister moves. The virtual Reidemeister moves are illustrated in figure 2. Note that the classical knot diagrams are a subset of the virtual knot diagrams.
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Figure 2: Virtual Reidemeister moves
The virtual Reidemeister moves can be constructed from a single diagrammatic move: the detour move. The detour move pertains only to virtual crossings and is performed in the following way. Choose an orientation of the virtual knot diagram for convenience. Select two points, a and b, on the virtual knot diagram. The arc from a to b, in the direction of the orientation, contains only virtual crossings and no classical crossings. Otherwise we may not perform the detour move. (This condition is illustrated in figure 3 .) Remove the arc of the knot diagram from point a to point b, and insert any new arc that does not create triple points. All double points produced by the placement of the new arc are virtual crossings. Remark 2.1. We sketch the proof of this proposition. A large scale move like the detour move may be broken down in a series of smaller sequential moves. These smaller moves involve at most three crossings. Note that each virtual Reidemeister move is a detour move.
Remark 2.2. Equivalence classes of virtual knot diagrams are in one to one correspondence with equivalence classes of embeddings of S 1 into thickened, oriented 2-dimensional surfaces [6] , [11] and [2] . A surface with an embedded S 1 is equivalent to a (possibly different) surface with an embedded S 1 if one surface with an embedding can be transformed into the other by a sequence of homeomorphisms of the surface, handle cancellations and additions (to the surface), and Reidemeister moves in the surface.
A virtual n-tangle diagram is a decorated immersion of n copies of [0, 1] with classical and virtual crossings. The 2n endpoints of the diagram are arranged so that n endpoints appear in a row at the top and n endpoints form a lower row. Note that it is possible to construct tangle diagrams with no crossings. The closure of an n-tangle, T connects each upper endpoint with a corresponding lower endpoint as illustrated in figure 4. We now recall the definition of several invariants of virtual knot diagrams. These invariants will be referred to throughout this paper. The writhe of a virtual knot diagram and the linking number of a virtual link diagram are computed from an oriented diagram. To define these invariants, we introduce the sign (crossing sign) of a classical crossing. Each classical crossing in a virtual −1 +1 Figure 5 : Crossing sign knot diagram can be assigned a crossing sign. To compute the crossing sign, we orient the knot diagram. Each classical crossing is assigned a ± value based on the orientation as shown in figure 5 . Let v be a classical crossing in a virtual knot diagram. We denote the crossing sign of v as sgn(v). The writhe of a virtual knot diagram K is determined by the crossing sign of each classical crossing in the diagram. We denote the writhe of K as w(K).
The Reidemeister I move changes the writhe of a knot diagram. An unknot with a single Reidemeister I move, is referred to as ±1 framed unknots based on the sign of the crossing. (We illustrate ±1 framed unknots in figure 6 .) The Reidemeister II and III moves do not change the writhe of a knot diagram and are referred to as the framed Reidemeister moves. Two classical knot diagrams that are related by a sequence of Reidemeister II and III moves are said to be regularly isotopic. The linking number of an oriented two component virtual link diagram with oriented components, L 1 and L 2 , is denoted lk(L 1 , L 2 ). Let U denote the set of all classical crossings formed by the components L 1 and L 2 . Then the linking number is defined by the formula:
Note
There is an alternative definition of writhe where lk(L 1 , L 2 ) and lk(L 2 , L 1 ) are not necessarily equivalent [4] .
We recall the fundamental group and the longitude of a virtual knot diagram. These definitions are used to generalize the 3-manifold group obtained from a classical knot diagram to virtual knot diagrams.
The fundamental group of a virtual knot diagram is a free group modulo relations determined by the classical crossings in the diagram. Each segment of the diagram starts and terminates at classical crossings (possibly passing through virtual crossings). We assign each segment a label. These labels represent the generators of the free group. From each crossing we obtain a relation as illustrated in figure 7 . The fundamental group of a virtual knot diagram is invariant under the Reidemeister moves and virtual Reidemeister moves.
A longitude of a virtual knot diagram is word of the form l
where each l i is one of the generators of the fundamental group. We compute a longitude by choosing an initial point on the diagram. We traverse the virtual knot diagram from the initial point in the direction of its orientation. We record either b or b −1 as we traverse an underpass under the arc b. We determine whether to record b or b −1 as shown in figure 8 . The longitude of a virtual knot diagram is determined up to cyclic permutation of its members. The three-manifold group of a virtual knot diagram K, π M (K), is the fundamental group modulo the longitude. The three-manifold group is invariant under the Reidemeister moves II and III, the virtual Reidemeister moves, and the Kirby calculus. The virtual Kirby calculus consists of two moves: the introduction and deletion of ±1 framed unknots and handle sliding. We describe a handle slide for a framed virtual link diagram K with at least two components, A and B. Diagrammatically, handle slide A over B by the following process. Replace B with two parallel copies of B. Take the connected sum of A and the outermost copy of B.
We show an example of this process in figure 9 , where a +1 framed unknot is slid over a trefoil. The 3-manifold group is invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves and the virtual Reidemeister moves. It remains to prove that the 3-manifold group is invariant under the Kirby moves.
A classical framed link diagram represents the three manifold obtained by removing a small neighborhood of each component of the link diagram, and gluing in a solid torus so that the meridian is identified with the longitude of the removed link component [13] . The Reidemeister I move changes the longitude of a knot diagram and changes the identification used to glue in the torus.
For example, the fundamental group of an unknot with writhe 0 and the fundamental group of a ±1 framed unknot are both Z. However, the 3-manifold group of an unknot with writhe zero is Z and the three-manifold group of the ±1 framed unknot is the trivial group. The unknot with writhe 0 represents S 1 × S 2 and the ±1 framed unknot represents S 3 .
Theorem 2.2. If two classical framed link diagrams, K andK , are related by a sequence of Kirby moves and framed Reidemeister moves then
and the two diagrams represent homeomorphic three manifolds.
Proof: [13] .
Theorem 2.3. The 3-manifold group of a virtual knot diagram K, is invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves, the virtual Reidemeister moves (detour move) and the Kirby calculus.
Proof: The fundamental group is not changed by the framed Reidemeister moves and the virtual Reidemeister moves. The longitude is also unchanged by the Reidemeister II and III moves and the detour move. This implies that the 3-manifold group of a virtual knot diagram is not changed by these moves. We only need to show that the 3-manifold group is unchanged by the Kirby moves.
The 3-manifold group of a ±1 framed unknot is trivial and the introduction of a disjoint ±1 framed unknot to the diagram does not change the 3-manifold group.
We consider the effect of handle sliding on a virtual knot diagram. Consider a virtual knot diagram with two disjoint components, oriented as shown in figure 10 . Denote the two components by K 1 and K 2 , the 3-manifold group by The virtual crossings do not produce any new relations, therefore we need only examine the effect of the handle slide on the classical crossings. Each original crossing in K 1 is unchanged. Each classical crossing in K 2 becomes a set of four classical crossings whose four relations reduce to a single equation. Consider a positive crossing in K 2 as shown in figure 12 . We obtain the following relationship from a positive classical crossing before handle sliding:
After handle sliding, we obtain four relations from the positive crossing.
iĉ =ĝ These equations may be simplified to two equations:
Multiplying, we obtain a single relation from each set of four positive crossings:
The change for negative classical crossing is also shown in figure 12 . We also obtain a single relation in the case of a negative crossing.
Consider the longitude of K 2 . Compute the original longitude by traversing the knot starting at
traversing the knot from z in the direction of the orientation, then we observe thatL 1 = L 1L2 . These computations allow us to conclude that
We recall a generalization of the bracket model [7] to define the generalized Jones polynomial of a virtual knot diagram. Each classical crossing may be smoothed as a type α smoothing or a type β smoothing as illustrated in figure  13 .
A state of a virtual knot diagram is a diagram determined by a choice of smoothing type for each classical crossing. Note that a state of a virtual link diagram may contain virtual crossings and consists of closed curves (possibly) with virtual crossings. 
The bracket polynomial is invariant under the Reidemeister II and III moves and the virtual Reidemeister moves. To obtain invariance under the Reidemeister I move, we use the writhe of K to normalize. We define the normalized bracket polynomial of a virtual knot diagram.
The only difference between this definition and the definition of the classical Jones polynomial is that a state of virtual knot diagram is set of closed curves (possibly containing virtual crossings) and not a set of simple closed curves. The Jones polynomial, V K (t),and the bracket polynomial are related by letting
In the next section, we introduce the Witten-Reshetihkin-Turaev invariant. This invariant will be generalized to virtual knot diagrams and is invariant under the Kirby calculus, framed Reidemeister moves, and the virtual Reidemeister moves.
The Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev Invariant
In this section, we extend the definition of the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant [16] , [14] , [15] To form the n-cabling of a virtual knot diagram, take n parallel copies of the virtual knot diagram. A single classical crossing becomes a pattern of n 2 classical crossings and a single virtual crossing becomes n 2 virtual crossings. Let r be a fixed integer such that r ≥ 2 and let
Here is a formula used in the construction of the Jones-Wenzl projector.
Note that
, the value assigned to a simple closed curve by the bracket polynomial. There will be an an analogous interpretation of ∆ n which we will discuss later in this section.
We recall the definition of an n-tangle. Any two n-tangles can be multiplied by attaching the bottom n strands of one n-tangle to the upper n strands of another n-tangle. We define an n-tangle to be elementary if it contains to no classical or virtual crossings. Note that the product of any two elementary tangles is elementary. Let I denote the identity n-tangle and let U i such that i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n − 1} denote the n-tangles shown in figure 14 . By multiplying [10] .
We recall that the n th Jones-Wenzl projector is a certain sum of all elementary n-tangles with coefficients in C [10], [8] . We denote the n th Jones Wenzl projector as T n . We indicate the presence of the Jones-Wenzl projector and the n-cabling by labeling the component of the knot diagram with n. We will refer to the Jones-Wenzl projector as the J-W projector for the remainder of this paper.
We review the properties of the J-W projector. Recall that T n denotes the n th J-W projector then
iii) The bracket evaluation of the closure of T n = ∆ n Remark 3.2. The combinatorial definition of the J-W projector is given in [10] , p. 15. Note that [10] provides a full discussion of all formulas given above.
Let K be a virtual link diagram with components K 1 , K 2 . . . K n . Fix an integer r ≥ 2 and let a 1 , a 2 . . . a n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . r − 1}. Letā represent the vector (a 1 , a 2 , . . . a n ). Fix A = e
Remark 3.4. For the remainder of this paper, the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev invariant will be referred to as the WRT.
We define the matrix N in order to construct the normalized WRT [10] . Let N be the matrix defined as follows: 
The normalized WRT of a virtual link diagram K is denoted as Z K (r). Let A = e πi 2r and let |k| denote the number of components in the virtual link diagram K. Then Z K (r) is defined by the formula ] .
This normalization is chosen so that normalized WRT of the unknot with writhe zero is 1 and the normalization is invariant under the introduction and deletion of ±1 framed unknots. LetÛ be a +1 framed unknot. We recall that α = µ Û ω [10] , page 146. SinceÛ and
As a result,
We demonstrate that the normalized, generalized WRT is invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves and the Kirby calculus. The WRT is a sum of colored Jones polynomials and it is clear that the WRT is invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves and the virtual Reidemeister moves. In particular, the normalized WRT is invariant under the first Kirby move (the introduction and deletion of ±1 framed unknots) due to the choice of normalization. We only need to show invariance under handle sliding.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a virtual link diagram then Z K (r) is invariant under the framed Reidemeister moves, virtual Reidemeister moves, and the virtual Kirby calculus.
In the next few subsections, we introduce some necessary machinery. In the classical case, the computation of this invariant is simplified by the use of recoupling theory. In the next section, we introduce formulas from recoupling theory [10] . Recoupling theory establishes a relationship between labeled knot diagrams and labeled trivalent graphs with classical and virtual crossings. These formulas allow us to compute the WRT without a full expansion of the Jones polynomial.
Kirby Calculus Invariance
These formulas are obtained from recoupling theory at roots of unity [10] . The formulas simplify the computation of the WRT. They will be used to prove that the WRT is invariant under Kirby calculus.
Consider a virtual link diagram with components: K 1 , K 2 . . . K n . We cable component K i with a i strand and attach a J-W projector. This virtual link diagram can be regarded as a collection of labeled trivalent graphs (each with one edge and no vertices) with classical and virtual crossings. We introduce some formulas obtained from recoupling theory [8] . These formulas describe identities between sums of bracket evaluations of labeled trivalent graphs. A full derivation of each formula can be obtained in [10] .
Given a trivalent vertex with labels a, b, and c coming into the vertex, we translate this into an expression of J-W projectors. We connect the internal lines as indicated in figure 17. Note that i + j = a, j + k = b, and k + i = c where i, j, and k are non-negative integers. In order for such a construction to be made: a + b + c is even, a + b − c ≥ 0, b + c − a ≥ 0, and c + a − b ≥ 0. These conditions are an admissibilty condition for translating any trivalent vertex into projectors for evaluating the colored Jones polynomial for any value ofā. We now give a more technical definition of admissibility for evaluation at roots of unity. 
The labeled trivalent diagram shown in figure 18 is referred to as a θ-net. The virtual link diagram represented by the θ-net diagram is pictured on the right (by using the prescription for replacing trivalent vertices with projectors and reducing them). The Jones polynomial of this virtual link diagram is θ(a, b, c).
Note that we can only construct the link diagram corresponding to a θ-net if (a, b, c) is an admissible triple.
The formula shown in figure 19 (a special case of the recoupling formulas from section 5) expresses the fact that the bracket evaluation of a diagram The coefficients C i in this sum are:
We can only construct the corresponding virtual link diagram when (a, b, i) is an admissible triple. These formulas simplify the computation of the WRT of a virtual link diagram.
To prove that the normalized WRT of a virtual knot diagrams is unchanged by the virtual Kirby calculus, we need only demonstrate that the WRT is unchanged by handle sliding. We prove the following lemma: Lemma 3.2. Suppose that K ω satisfies the conditions shown in figure 20. Then K ω is invariant under handle sliding.
Proof:
Let K 1 and K 2 be two disjoint components of a virtual knot diagram. Let G 1 denote the cabled K ∐K with J-W projectors attached as illustrated in figure 21 .
We handle slide K 1 over the knot K 2 to obtain the diagram G 4 . We will show that G Fix a and consider the sum:
Figure 21: Recoupling move for the handle slide Perform fusion on K 1 and K 2 and obtain the new diagram G 2 . Now:
We slide the upper vertex of this graph until we obtain the diagram G 3 as shown in figure 22. Sliding this edge corresponds to a sequence of Reidemeister II, III and virtual Reidemeister moves.
Applying the inverse of the fusion formula to the previous equation:
Figure 22: Recoupling diagrams after fusion Now:
.
Examples
In this section, we compute the WRT of the two virtual knot diagrams, K and K, shown in figure 23. Note that π M (S 1 × S 2 ) = Z and π M (S 3 ) = 1. To compute the WRT of these virtual knot diagrams, we recall the following formulas from recoupling theory. These formulas establish a correspondence between labeled trivalent graphs and sums of virtual knot diagrams with coefficients in C.
We define the tetrahedral net formula. Let a, b, c, d, e and f be non-negative integers.
such that
The trivalent graph shown on the left in figure 24 corresponds to the link diagram shown on the right. The Jones polynomial of this virtual link diagram is We may remove a classical crossing from a trivalent graph using the following formula. We define the weight coefficient:
The complex conjugate of λ ab c is :
We remove a simple twist from the diagram as shown in figure 25 . The equalities indicate that the bracket evaluations of the two diagrams are equivalent. We may also simplify a trivalent graph using the formula shown in figure 26 . We refer to this simplification as a bead removal.
The following formula equates a classical crossing with a weighted sum of trivalent subgraphs. We exchange a crossing for a sum of trivalent subgraphs as shown in figure 27 , where 
Computations
Let K andK be the diagrams shown in figure 23. We compute K ω and K ω . Applying the definition of the WRT,
Now, we use the formulas obtained from recoupling theory to transform the virtual knot diagrams K andK into the trivalent graph G shown in figure 28 . As a result: , a, i)θ(a, a, j) λ 
Applying the θ-net identity, we obtain the graph, G ′ , shown in figure 29. 
We determine for which values the triple, (a, a, i), is admissible. We then compute the Jones polynomial of the virtual link diagrams corresponding the the labeled graph, G ′ . We indicate these values in table 4.1. If the triple (a, a, i) is not admissible, we have entered a zero in the corresponding table entry.
For r = 3: 
Now,
We fix r = 4. We determine for what values (a, a, i) is an admissible triple. We then compute the Jones polynomial of the virtual link diagram corresponding to the graph G 2 .
We compute K ω when r = 4.
Similarly, we compute the WRT ofK when r = 4.
We determine that
The virtual knot diagram K has b + (K) = 0 and b − (K) = 0 implying n(K) = −1. Now, we normalize the WRT and determine that:
We determine that the normalized WRT when r = 4.
ZK(4) = −0.331106 + 0.195807i
Recoupling Theory and Virtual Knot Diagrams
Recall the recoupling theorem [10] . 
Proof: [10] .
Remark 5.1. One of the formulas given in section 3 is a special case of the recoupling theorem. In particular, if j = 0, we obtain the fusion formula from section 3.
We now prove a theorem that demonstrates a sum of H-shaped trivalent graphs can be rewritten as a sum of I shaped trivalent subgraphs. This procedure gives the appearance of sliding edges past the vertices of the trivalent graph. Using the recoupling theorem, we may transform any trivalent graph without virtual crossings into a sum of weighted string of beads graphs as illustrated in figure 31. Remark 5.2. This result follows from the fact that thickening an I-shaped and a H-shaped graph produces two homeomorphic surfaces. The surface produced by thickening any planar graph is a n-punctured sphere. The punctured sphere deformation retracts to a string of beads graph after homeomorphism. We will generalize this approach to show that virtual link diagrams correspond to a specific type of trivalent graphs. This lemma will be proved as a sub case of Lemma 5.3. Refer to [10] , p. 115.
The recoupling formula allows us to translate any planar trivalent graph (no virtual crossings) into a string of beads graph. This fact restricts the types of subgraphs that occur (in graphs obtained from classical link diagrams) to a small number of possibilities. As a result, we need only compute formulas that determine the WRT of the classical tangle diagrams that correspond these labeled subgraphs. In particular, it is sufficient to compute the coefficients that correspond to the insertion and deletion of θ-net subgraphs.
The reduction to a simple string of beads does not hold for virtual link diagrams. We can remove all classical crossing from the diagram by exchanging the classical crossings for H or I shaped trivalent subgraphs, and obtain a trivalent graph with only virtual crossings. However, we can not remove all virtual crossings by applying the recoupling theorem. For example, the graph shown in figure 32 can not be reduced to a trivalent graph without virtual crossings. The reduced form of a virtual knot diagram is similar to a string of beads graph but includes three different types of beads. The reduced form of the virtual knot diagram is a string of super beads, twisted beads and beads. We illustrate the possible three bead types from the virtual case in figure 33. We prove that the WRT of a virtual link diagram is equal to a weighted sum of the Jones polynomial of virtual link diagrams. The virtual link diagrams are indicated by labeled virtual string of beads graphs. These string of bead graphs are obtained from the virtual link diagram by applying the recoupling theorem and crossing exchange. We first prove a lemma that demonstrates any trivalent graph with virtual crossings can be transformed into a string of the three bead types by sliding edges.
Lemma 5.3 (Graphical Lemma)
. Any trivalent graph with virtual crossings may be reduced to a trivalent string of beads graph with three possible types of beads: the standard bead, twisted bead, and super bead. This graph will contain at most one twisted bead.
Proof: Thicken the graph so that the graph is the core of a compact oriented surface, T (G). An example of a graph and its corresponding thickened surface is shown in figure 34 . Note that we may apply homeomorphisms these surfaces and the surfaces do not depend on the choice of embedding in 3 dimensional space. The two surfaces on the right hand side of figure 34 are equivalent. Note that if the graph, G has 2n vertices, then G has 3n edges since the graph is trivalent. The Euler characteristic of the surface, T (G) is −n (since G is a deformation retract of T(G)). Without loss of generality, we assume that the surface has k boundary components.
Recall the following theorem from [5] . After isotopy, any surface that is the connected sum of p tori with k punctures as may be regarded as a series of p handle pairs attached to a disk with k − 1 punctures. As a result, these surfaces deformation retract to a string of beads type trivalent graph with standard beads, twisted beads, and a single super bead.
Theorem 5.5 (Virtual Recoupling Theorem). Let K be a labeled virtual link diagram. Using the recoupling theorem and crossing expansion, we may transform the virtual link diagram into a sum of labeled trivalent, string of beads graphs with coefficients in C. The WRT of the labeled virtual link diagram is equal to the WRT of the sum of weighted trivalent graphs.
Proof: From the previous theorem, it is clear that we can transform a virtual link diagram into a string of beads graph using the recoupling theorem and crossing expansion without coefficients. After determining this sequence of transformations, apply the appropriate coefficients and labels indicated by the recoupling theorem, the crossing expansion formula, and the initial labeling of the link.
Obstruction to Weight Formulas
Recall that the n th Jones-Wenzl idempotent has the property that T n U i = 0 for any elementary n-tangle U i . We cannot easily extend the evaluation formulas given earlier in this paper because the Jones-Wenzl projector does not necessarily have the property that T n P n = 0 when P n is a n-tangle with only virtual crossings. In the classical case, we relied on this fact to simplify the recursive formulas. The recursion formulas needed to determine the value of the Jones polynomial of T n P n depend on the position of the virtual crossings. The evaluation of these formulas requires that we know the Jones polynomial of the closure of T n−1 P n−1 for all (n − 1)-tangles P n−1 containing only virtual crossings. We prove two theorems that indicate the complexity involved in computing the Jones polynomial of T n P n Theorem 5.6. The n th J-W projector, T n , does not annihilate all n-tangles P n with only virtual crossings.
To prove Theorem 5.6 we need only demonstrate that T (T n E) = 0 where E is a n-tangle with a single virtual crossing. We postpone this proof until after the proof of Lemma 5.9.
We introduce the following propositions preliminary to the proof of Theorem 5.6. The formulas in these propositions determine the number of the Jones polynomial of the closure T n P n . Proposition 5.7. If P is a (n-1)-tangle with only virtual crossings, we construct a n-tangle, P * n , by attaching an additional strand on the right. Then the Jones polynomial of the closure of T n P * is determined by the following formula.
T n P = T n−1 P − ∆ n−2 ∆ n−1 T n−1 P Proof: Apply the recursion relation shown in figure 38. Proposition 5.8. Let P be a n-tangle with only virtual crossings. We compute T n P recursively, and the depth of the recursion equation depends on the initial position of the rightmost strand in the n-tangle P .
Proof: Let P be an n-tangle with only virtual crossings. We compute T n P recursively as shown in figures 38 and 39. We expand the diagram as in indicated in figure 39 . The complexity of the recursion depends on the virtual crossings in P .
Remark 5.3. The question of handling this recursion in a systematic way is an interesting research question.
Lemma 5.9. Let E denote the n-tangle with a single virtual crossing involving only the 1 st and the 2 nd strands. Then:
Proof: We apply formula from Proposition 5.7 to T n E. We calculate cl(T 2 E) = 1 − 1/d.
We now prove Theorem 5.6. Proof of Theorem 5.6: If T n is an idempotent, then T n E = 0. However, cl(T n E) = 0 indicating that T n E is not the empty diagram.
The algebra generated by extending n-tangle diagrams by including virtual crossings is a diagrammatic version of the Brauer algebra. Note that each classical n-tangle diagram is expanded (via the bracket) into an element of the Temperly-Lieb algebra. It is this extension of the Temperly-Lieb algebra by virtual elements that is isomorphic to the Brauer alegebra. The Brauer algebra is described in [1] . We would like to understand the structure of the Jones-Wenzl projectors in the context of the Brauer algebra. Results in this area would help in understanding the extension of the WRT invariant that we have discussed in this paper. 
